
LETTER ADVOCATING ASYLUM FOR ASIF NOBEL AND OTHERS 
 
 
Dear Senators Bennet and Gardner, 
 
Accompanying this letter are petitions advocating the passage of HR 565, the Save Christians from Genocide 
Act which would designate Christian and Yasidi minorities in Iran, Iraq, Libya, Pakistan and Syria as being in 
danger of genocide (2/3 of the Christian population of Iraq has been slaughtered or fled) and would give them 
expedited processing of immigrant and refugee visas to the United States.  Also an attachment is an email I 
have received from a Pakistani Christian who is the spokesman for a group of 17 Pakistani Christians that have 
fled to Bangkok to evade persecution due to the fact that in Pakistan one of the men in the group married a 
Muslim wife who has become a Christian.  As you may be aware for a Pakistani Christian to marry a Muslim 
woman alone carries a Sharia death sentence.  In Pakistan that sentence often also includes all of the members 
of the Sharia offender’s family, and that is clearly the case in this instance. 
 
It is our hope that in addition to working for the passage of HR 565 you will do all the your offices are able to 
do to aid these refugees including inquiring of the United Nations High Commission on Refugees (UNHCR) 
on their behalf and doing whatever is possible to do to assist their immigration to the United States. If it is not 
currently possible for these refugees to apply for asylum directly at the US embassy, would you do what you 
could to facilitate that. Attached also are the UNHCR cards for three of the asylum seekers.  The leader of the 
group, or at least the one which with I have had the most contact, is named Asif Nobel whose UNHCR # is 
815-00786512.  His 6-year-old daughter is named Adah Suzain. Her UNHCR # is 815-00786519.  His wife’s 
name is Komal Asif and her UNHCR # is 815-00786518.   
 
It is our belief that these 17 Pakistani Christians would be an asset to the United States.  Many of them are 
college graduates, one is a teacher, Two are medical paraprofessionals (midwives), others work as beauticians, 
advertising and marketing executives, cooks, drivers and other professions.  All are willing to work hard if 
given the chance, and embrace American values.   
 
Sincerely (the undersigned), 
 
 
NAME       ADDRESS         ZIPCODE 
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____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Kashif naeem Paul (Driver and coock ) 
Nazis Aslam (Kashif wife) beautician 
Nayyer Johnson (coock ) 
Shanaz nayyer ( mitwife) 
Asif Nobel (marketing advertising) graduation 
Komal Asif (marketing advertising) Graduation 
Sohail Nelson (marketing advertising) Graduation 
Sana glubaz Ali (Sohail's wife) (teacher and marketing advertising) 

Sun 10:22am 

 
Asif 
Kashif naeem Paul (Driver and cook ) 
Nazis Aslam (Kashif wife) beautician 
Nayyer Johnson (cook ) 
Shanaz nayyer ( mitwife) 

From: Asif Nobel <nobel.bottomline@gmail.com> 
Date: Thu, Mar 16, 2017 at 11:06 AM 
Subject: thailand 
To: Richard Blake <richrblake1@gmail.com> 
 

First of all I would like to introduce to myself, I am Asif Nobel I move to Bangkok, 
Thailand from Lahore- Pakistan by Religious Persecution of Muslims with our family. 
Because my younger Brother Sohail Nelson  got married with Muslim Girl her name 
is Sana Gulbaz Ali. When he got married on 25 October 2013,And on dated 28th 
October 2013 extreme fundamentalist Muslims people attack on our home even my 
Brother’s laws family register a case in Police station now Police including extreme 
fundamentalist Muslims people want to kills us in Pakistan. There were a few 
attempts to specify this situation which was of no avail. The situation went out of 
control which made our life hell. We all brothers try to find a safe place in different 
cities of Pakistan for safe of our life but could not find it Understanding me the 
existing situation that is there is no Law and order, there is not a single place where 
there is writ of the Government fully established; it is extremely fragile situation. In 
this  Situation Churches, NGO even our others relative’s not give us shelter in their 
homes and It is very much and in some situation, worse than a jungle. From that time 
on word Pakistan is no longer a safe place for us. So at this situation we thanks Lord 
who send one angel for us he help us regarding making a Passport and with his great 
help and efforts we left the Pakistan very  safely  and we move to Bangkok on dated 
18 December 2013, to till now. I would like to inform you I am still in Bangkok, 
Thailand with my Family and Three Brother's Families.Thanks Lord Now we are all 
Brothers are safe in His Blood.And We also thanks Lord now my Brother's wife Sana 
is accepted to our Lord Jesus Christ as her personnel Saviors and she is 



believer.  Right now we are register with UNHCR as Asylum Seekers. Our Interview 
dated is May,01,2017 for Refugee Status. 

Our Family Detail is down below:- 

Kashif Naeem Paul with Family (we are 4 members in Family) 

Nayyer Johnson  with family   (6 Members in Family  

 Asif Nobel    with Family       (3 Members in Family  

Sohail Nelson ( 4 Members in Family 

Present Situation Here in Bangkok 

Unfortunately Thai Government is not a Signatory with UNO on Human Rights 
Charter Geneva Convention 1951.That’s why Thai Government not Accepted to 
UNHCR and they do not accept to Asylum Seekers and Refugees due to this reason 
we called illegal migrants even we move to Bangkok with Thai Tourist Visas and 
after two months our visas expired that’s why Thai Immigrations and Police with 
Army can Catch us from everywhere and any time and send us to the Immigration 
Detention Center(https://www.youtube.com /watch?v=enGSD1pqFGs). 

Thai Government is not allowed us to do any work and we are living like beggars in 
small single room with five to six members in the same room. We always see the 
others hands to feed us the main thing which disturb a lot to the parents that our 
children are not going to the school for study which is their main right to get 
education. Even kids are lost Playing life here in Bangkok, Thailand. Because of the 
fear of Thai immigration and Police we do not go outside freely our rooms is sweet 
jail for us. Our Children spent all time in the room that’s why they are mentally 
disturb we do not understand Thai language and so that is why we do not understand 
the difference between Thai Police, immigration and the security guards. Whenever 
children see any person in the uniform they become frightened and most of the time 
children got sick and we do not take them to the doctors because of the fear of the 
Thai police to be arrested. Children if see any police van they become scared and they 
do not go out of the room for two three days even. We remain close the doors all the 
time, Sometimes, the Christian Thai neighbors give medicine and other edible things 
to us when they see us such situation or position. Being Christian and human being, 
we request that due to all these circumstances please do something for us to make our 
children free from the scared and frightened life. Kindly do something in the form of 
sponsoring us on humanity ground so we can take a free breath in the free land. 



 By the reason of stress and fears of Thai Immigration and Police their mentally 
Growth is stopped and mentally sick. They are in lack of Food, Milk, Education and 
freedom which is their main right. 

We are going day by day in darkness, there is no light and hope for us but we are 
thanks to God that because in lot of difficulties and stress we are still alive. We are 
waiting for Good Samaritan who take care of us to take us from this sweet jail. We are 
searching for freedom for us and for our small children where they can take a free 
breath without any fear they can go out and where they can eat three time food 
without any fear and stress. 

We do not understand Thai language and so that is why we do not understand the 
difference between Thai Police, immigration and the security guards. Whenever 
children see any person in the uniform they become frightened and most of the time 
children got sick and we do not take them to the doctors because of the fear of the 
Thai police to be arrested. Children if see any police van they become scared and they 
do not go out of the room for two three days even. We remain close the doors all the 
time, Sometimes, the Christian Thai neighbors give medicine and other edible things 
to us when they see us such situation or position. Being Christian and human being, 
we request that due to all these circumstances please do something for us to make our 
children free from the scared and frightened life. Kindly do something in the form of 
sponsoring us on humanity ground so we can take a free breath in the free land. 

Thanks 

May God Bless You  

Asif Nobel 
	


